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SUMHAf~Y

The Community Water Supply and Sanitation Programme is Implementing water
supply schemes in rural areas of Western Development Region of Nepal since
1976 on the basis of standard designs. In this past 13 years about 230
projects have been completed. Apart from construction a lot of inputs have
gone into continuous training of staff and Into software components such as
sanitation, maintenance and communication.

In 1988 a survey of some 207 projects was executed In order to get a
comprehensive picture of the condition of the schemes, and at the same time
to establish a data base for the Maintenance Unit. The fieldwork was done
by a consultant and required four survey teams for about 8 months. The
detailed results of the evaluated data are presented in this report.

The assessment of the schemes shows that about 58% of the projects provide
water to the village in a satisfactory manner. About 20% of the projects
require quite some repair and therefore do not deliver a proper service.
Finally about 20% show serious flaws and thus do not really serve the
purpose.

The data were also evaluated with regard to the various structures. The
standardisation of the design obviously has yielded good results, as there
are few shortcomings originating from design. Also construction quality is
found to be satisfactory with 70 to 90% of the structures, depending on the
type of structure. This may definitely be seen as a result of the
continuous training that has been given to the Water Supply Technicians,
the main persons involved in the construction and supervision of the
schemes. Major problems with regard to design and construction occur in
particular with catchments and pipelines, both structures where
standardisatlon is possible only to a limited extent.
Significant shortcomings are found with the protection of sources and
structures to avoid contamination of the water. This is an issue which can
not be tackled with technical means, but which rather needs the realisation
of the users for the risks of contaminated water.

What becomes obvious Is that most of the shortcomings result from
insufficient maintenance, even though this has improved since 1981 (survey
of Gurung/Schramm). In particular with pipelines and valve chambers there
is still a serious problem. In terms of figures the maintenance
arrangements look already quite good with 78% of the projects having a
Village Maintenance Worker (thereof 62% traIned) and 78% having a User’s
Committee (thereof 72% active). However the evaluation of data somehow
reflects that the biggest concern of the users is to get water to the
tapstands, whereas preventive maintenance that aims at keeping the system
intact and thus avoiding contamination is not yet so much a matter of
concern to them.

Looking at the relations between performance/condition of a the projects
and influencing factors there are some interesting results. In those
projects where there is an active User’s Committee, the maintenance is
usually well organised and the VMW is mostly paid (78%), wheras In all
other cases the payment of the VMW is a uncertain issue. Trained VMWs
perform a bit better than untrained ones, but only as long as they are
paid. Among the VMWs that get no remuneration the untrained ones do a
better job, which might be because they work out of their own interest and
initiative.
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Finally the relation between economic condition of the villages and the
maintenance set—up reveals that actually poor villages more often have a
VMW (80%) than rich villages (62%) and with regard to the payment of VMWs
they do not perform worse than rich villages. Also the condition of the
projects in poor villages Is equally good as in the average villages. This
is an indication that good maintenance is not so much a matter of whether
people can afford it , but rather whether they realize the importancy of it
and accordingly take an interest in keeping the water supply scheme in good
shape.

CWSS/HELVETAS
Pokha ra

M. Engler
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I INTRODUCTION

The Community Water Supply and Sanitation Programme Pokhara has been
implementing piped water supply schemes in the rural areas of Western
Development Region since 1971. In the initial stage the programme was run
by His Majesty’s Government (HMG) and UNICEF jointly with the assistance of
foreign volunteers for the technical supervision. As from 1976 this regular
programme was followed—up by the so—called “Noted—A’—programme under which
the Swiss Government provided the funds to UNICEF and HELVETAS provided the
technical assistance.

By now about 230 water supply scheme were completed under this programme.
Besides pure construction other components, such as sanitation,
maintenance, communication and women involvement have been added and/or
extended over the years, so that the programme has become a quite
comprehensive approach to water supply.
Even though all these components deserve attention, this report concerns
itself mainly with the physical output of the programme.

In the course of the implementation of the programme various efforts have
been undertaken to assess the status of the completed projects.
A first survey was conducted in 1977 by New Era to assess the achievements
of the regular programme.
In 1980 a survey of 45 selected projects was executed by Gurung/Schramm to
get an information basis for a proposal for a feasible maintenance
management system. Under this survey 18 projects of the regular programme
(1971—1976) and 27 so—called standardized projects (built after 1976, under
Noted—A) were assessed.
In 1986 a mail survey was lanced to get information about the maintenance
arrangements in the projects.
The survey presented in this report was initiated in 1987 and executed in
1988 in view of an evaluation of the programme which took place in February
1989. The objectives of this survey are described below.

A draft report with the results of the survey was made available in January
1989 for the use of the evaluation team. However the completion of this
final version has taken a bit longer due to various reasons. The report
aims not only at providing the results but also intends to give a little
insight into the methodology applied which might be of interest for
professionals activ in the field of water supplies. Therefore it is a bit
more elaborate on the description of the survey than would be necessary for
the mere presentation of the results.

3
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II O~JECTL’LES~OF..SURVEY

The objectives of the survey were twofold. In view of the evaluation it was
of particular interest to find out about the physical condition of the
water supply schemes and their utility. In addition the chance to visit all
completed projects made it possible to gather data which is of Interest for
the Maintenance Unit. Thus the objectives can be summarized as follows:

— assess the present condition of (preferrably) all water supply schemes
built between 1971 and 1986 In Western Region by the Ministry of
Panchayat and Local Development (MPLD) with the assistence of UNICEF and
HELVETAS.

— to provide the necessary information for a data base which will be used
(and up—dated) by the Maintenance Unit

The projects completed between 1986 and 1988 were basically not surveyed
since it was assumed that they are still in good condition and it is
planned to take them up first under the routine visits of the Maintenance
Unit.
The collection of social data was limited to those issues which might have
a significant relation with the well—functioning of the scheme. The time
available did not allow for in—depth study of the social relations within
the village. This could be the task of a separate survey.

III HEIftQcLQLQGY

1. E~ECUI1NA~ENC~LL.B$PQt4S1&LI11IE~

At the same time that CWSS/HELVETAS was planning this survey, Suspension
Bridge Division, another project assisted by HELVETAS, was about to survey
completed bridges all over Nepal in order to establish a Central Bridge
Register (CBR). Since in both cases the surveys were financed by HELVETAS,
the CWSSand the CBR—survey for Western Region were combined.
The survey was contracted out to NO—FRILLS CONSULTANTS, Jawalakhel,
Kathmandu.

NO—FRILLS was responsible to organise and execute the survey fieldwork and
to compile and partly process the gathered data by entering it into Basic
Record Forms and evaluation formats.

CWSS/HELVETAS—staff and the Coordinator of NO—FRILLS jointly prepared and
tested the survey— and evaluation—formats and the Basic Record Forms. They
ran the fieldtrainings for the surveyors and rechecked projects visited by
the surveyors to cross—check the results.
The evaluation of the compiled data and the presentation of the results was
done by the author of this report.
SBD/HELVETAS provided the necessary formats and the training of surveyors

for the CBR—part of the survey.

2. YQLL~MEQF_SAJR’1EY

Initially on the basis of available project lists It was expected to survey
about 230 CWSS—schemesand 60 SBD—brldge sites. Finally 213 CWSS—projects
and 85 SBD—bridge sites were visited by the survey teams.

4
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3. MANPO~LRJD~URATIQN

NO—FRILLS assigned 1 Coordinator and 4 fieldteams, each consisting of 1
engineer and 1 assistant for the survey, assisted by 2 parttime office
staff. It was a great advantage for the whole survey that the post of
Coordinator could be filled by an engineer who previously had been a
longtime overseer in CWSS Pokhara and was one of the authors (Gurung) of
the survey executed in 1980.
CWSS/HELVETAS—staff was involved parttime in the supervision of the whole
survey. CWSS/HMG—engineers and overseers assisted in the cross—checking of
projects.

The whole survey lasted eight and a half months from April 1988 to December
1989. This meant that part of the survey took place during the rainy season
(July to September) which might have affected the results partly. However
this was unavoidable since the results had to be ready by the end of 1988
and a shorter period for the survey with accordingly more input in terms of
staff was not feasible, considering the necessary qualifications of
involved staff.

For the budget it was assumed that the time necessary to survey an average
CWSS—project (10 km. length, 12 tapstands) including travel time between
projects would be 3 days whereas for one bridge site 1 day was assumed. On
this basis the total of fielddays for the surveyed 213 CWSS—projects and 85
bridges would have been 724 days whereas actually 770 fielddays were spent.
this means that the input was underestimated by 6.4 %.

4. OA$AT.IQ~LQEFI.ELDIRIf.S

The survey teams usually spent about one month in the field in one go and
then took about two to three days in the office to compile the gathered
data before they went for a new serie of surveys.

While visiting the individual projects the surveyors first had to contact
the responsible persons in the village, i.e. User’s Committee Chairman
and/or Members, Village Maintenance Worker (VMW) or if none of them was
present, other competent villagers. By interviewing them they got a first
overview of the project.

Together with the contacted persons the surveyors then checked all
structures of the system from the source to the last tapstand. During this
check they had the opportunity to discuss with the Individual users of the
scheme at the tapstands while collecting Information on number of users.

At the end of the physical survey a meeting with the VMW, User Committee
and other authorities of the village was held to collect information on the
maintenance arrangements and to get an idea of the social environment in
the village.

5. ASSES.~MENTOF PJ~Q~1ECL~

For the assessment of the physical condition of the systems and their
structures as well as for the collection of data on maintenance management
and social factors standardized Record Forms (see annex 1) were developed.
The concept of this forms is described in brief below.

5
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5. 1 Qen~ral InfQrJn~l.iQnQfl~PrQiQct

The first page Al should help the surveyor to get an overall Idea of the
size of the scheme while starting with the survey. This information had to
be complemented at the end of the survey on the basis of the detail
information gathered.

5.2 A~ses~ment~QSStructutes

To assess the individual structures, forms (81 to Fl) for each type of
structure were available. Some of the structures, e.g. different types of
valve chambers were integrated in one form to simplify the evaluation.

a) De~i]~m~nt

The various parts of each structure were assessed according to a list of
given items, that were thought to be relevant. In general for each item the
surveyor could choose among three options, which in general stand for good,
medium and bad. The surveyors were supposed to give individual comments
only in extraordinary cases. This procedure on one hand aimed at getting
uniform and thus comparable results throughout the projects and among the
individual survey teams and on the other hand it was not possible to
evaluate a too big number of individual comments.

b) ~

At the end of the detailed inspection of the structure, the surveyor had to
give a general statement on the structure regarding the quality of Design,
Construction and Maintenance, whereby he could avail of three categories,
i.e. satisfactory, some shortcomings, serious shortcomings. This allowed
for a distinction of the origin of possible shortcomings. The design has
mainly an influence with the intake structures and the pipelines, whereas
for other structures which are built according to a standardized design, it
is not very relevant as a criteria.
This general assessment also helped to cross—check the detail assessment of
the structures during the data evaluation.

c) Re~atr~.quir~n~eats

Finally the Repair Requirements of each structure had to be judged. The

following definitions for the applied categories were used:

minor: small damages which can be repaired by the villagers with little

input qut of their own resources.

major: damages that require a bigger input of material and/or manpower

which usually exceeds the resources of the villagers

urgent: the damage is threatening the well—functioning of the structure or

scheme instantly.

5.3 ct&L. ~

At the end of the survey and after having held a meeting the surveyors had
to fill the forms A2 and A3 which refer to some basic social aspects of the
projects arid to the maintenance arrangements for the scheme. They further
had to give their overall judgement of the condition of the project and had
to indicate which, in their opinion is the major reason for the actual
condition of the project. This overall judgement allowed again to cross—
check the detail assessments.

6
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The survey intentionally concentrated on the assessment of the physical
condition of the schemes. The socio/economlc part of the survey is very
limited. An in—depth study of the relation between the socio/economic
conditions and the impact of a water supply scheme in the villages would be
an interesting task in itself, but was beyond the scope and capacity of
this survey. For the same reason an assessment of the sanitary situation In
the villages was not included.

6. ~

6.1 D~ fwJ1~1at~n~ncQUnit

The most important and relevant data of the projects were transferred on to
the Basic Record forms (see annex 2). This Basic Record consists of an
information sheet that provides the data which are of particular interest
to the Maintenance Unit and a second sheet that allows to continuously
document all actions that are initiated and undertaken in the project (e.g.
repair requests etc.) and that are registered by the Maintenance Unit. With
the help of this file it should be possible to establish a more or less
continuous project record for each of the projects at the District Water
Supply Offices.

6.2 AmenQL~QI1~1QnQL~LQJ~ctS

To get results about the working condition of the schemes the available
data was processed on one hand structurewise and totalled for all the
projects and on the other hand projectwIse to assess the preformance of
the individual project

6.2.1 ~

To assess the performance of the individual parts of the schemes and to
identify weak points in the design, construction and/or maintenance, all
judgements as tick—marked on the Record Forms were added up for each
structure and each item throughout the surveyed projects. This also
provides some statistical information on the size of projects completed so
far.

6.2.2 PrQjtwi~e.1v.~tuatiQn

A special Evaluation Format (see annex 3) was developed to process the data
for each individual project. On this form in particular the data about
repair requirements, general assessment of structures and flow from
tapstands were entered and processed to classify the projects according to
categories related to physical status and utility. The categories along
with information on soclo/economic situation, maintenance arrangement and
other characteristics were marked along the perforated edge of the form.
This allowed to “computerize” the identification of all possible relations
between the various characteristics of the projects. For projects that
consist of more than one system, the total of all systems was processed on
one evaluation format.

7





LUMBIN I

Palpa
Gulmi
Argha—Khanchi
Nawa1—Pares
Rupandeh I

TOTAL

a) b) c) d) e) f)

c) Some of the projects completed in 1986/88 were not surveyed
because it is assumed that they still work satisfactorily.

d) Some projects were omitted in the survey for various reasons,
e.g. unclear location or origin.

e) Total of projects surveyed and data compiled for structurewise
assessment: 89 % of 232 projects

f) Standardized projects means projects that were built under
“Noted—A”, when a standard design was available, or projects out
of the regular programme (prestandard) that were rehabilitated
or major repair and extension was made under “Noted—A. These
projects were included in the projectwise assessment:

83 % of 232 projects

III RESULTS

1. W~OF_PBQJECTSSURVEY~QLEV.ALUAT~EP

The following list gives an overview of the number of projects taken up by
CWSSWestern Region so far and the number of projects actually surveyed and
evaluated

Zone
*xxx

Projects
hsted

Projects
under

Pro]ects not surveyed Projects
surveyed

Standardized
projectscomp’eted

District m~d19~ construction g86/88 omitted & evaJuated surv. I eval.

GANDAKI

Kaski
Syangja
Tanahun
Lamjung
Gorkha
Manang

DHAULAGIRI

Parbat
Baglung
Myagdi
Mustang

58 2 1 2 53 52
23 4 1 1 17 17
23 4 1 2 16 16
21 4 1 — 16 16
19 2 1 — 16 15

4 — — 2 2 2

25 5 1 — 19 17
16 6 1 — 9 7
25 4 2 1 18 15

9 — — 4 5 —

18 4 — 1 13 13
13 1 1 — 11 11

9 2 — — 7 7
8 2 2 - 4 4
1 — — — 1 1

271 39 12 13 207 193

89% 83%

Note: Total of projects possible for survey: a) - b) 232

8
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2. ASSESSMENTQE~TftUCTURE$

2.1 Int~Qtjuct1Qn

The results of the assessment of individual structures are displayed In the
following tables. The tables follow the system of the Record Forms by
giving the item assessed in the first column, followed in the second column
by the options that were available for the assessment.
The third column shows how often a particular option was chosen as answer.
This number Is put into relation to the total number of structures
surveyed. The resulting percentage is shown in the third column and gives a
picture of the performance of a structure.
In general these figures are related to the total number of structures,
e.g. flow from tapstand. However in some cases the figure has only a
relation to a part of the structure which might not exist with all the
structures, e.g. valve chambers of tapstands, which do not exist with all
tapstands. Therefore the precentage is given In relation to the total of
valve chambers and not tapstands. Such percentages are shown in the last
column and the total on which they are based appears in column three in
brackets. Some discrepancies also occured due to imcomplete Record Forms
but this does not affect the overall picture very much.

With this basic information the tables are self—explanatory to a good
extent. The assessment of the individual structures sorts out which parts
of the water supply schemes work well and where there are shortcomings.
This allows to draw conclusions on the quality of standard—designs and it
also helps to identify critical points. It gives an idea into which
direction further efforts and improvements have to go.

The assessment of structures is given in the following tables:

table la,lb : Intake/Collection Chamber
table 2: Pipelines
table 3: Storage Tanks
table 4: Chambers
table 5: Tapstands
table 6: Comparison of Structures
table 7: General Assessment (Design, Construction, Maintenance)

2.2 ~

In 207 projects surveyed and evaluated the total of structures assessed is
as follows:

Total: Average
per___________ Project:

Number of Systems: 289 1.4
Intakes: 374 1.8
Collection Chambers: 356 1.7
Storage Tanks: 259 1.3

Chambers: 558 2.8
— Interruption Chamber: 73 0.4
— Break Pressure Tank: 203 1.0
— Air Valve: 102 .5
— others: .180 .9

Tapstands: 2546 12.3

9





2.3 A~sessrnent ~o~fiInKe/C~1I~ct1on..Chamber

table la

Note: ( )xtotal of relevant
criteria

in X of X of
total total of
number of relevant
structures criteria

1)_INTAI E STRUCTURE:

Total No. of Structures:

TOTAL

374

General Working
Conditions

satisfactory
partly damaged
out of order

295
49
30

79
J~

8

Intake struc— landslide 26 7
ture damaged flood 56 15

malicious 16 4

Seepage natural cause 110 29
poor construction 15 4
malicious (humanl 4 1

Leakage natural cause 32 9
poor construction 38 10
malicious (human) 5 1

Contamination intake well sealed 114 30
of water contamin. possible 168 45

contamin. obvious 83 22

2) COLLECTION CHAMBER

Collection in working condition 308 87
channel small leakage 28 8
(intake) serious leakage 20 (356) 6

Collection an working condition 264 79
chamber not clean 46 14

leaks seriously 24 (334) 7

Fittings in working condition 195 72
partly damaged 60 2
out of order 17 (272) 6

Cover undamaged, in place 250 81
damaged 31 10
missing 29 (310) 9

Reasons for poor design 6 2
damages of poor construction 28 8
Coil, chamber no maintenance 40 12

natural causes 24 (98) 7

10
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table lb

in X of
total of
relevant
criteria

The performance of Intake Structures and Collection Chambers is fairly good
with a 79% working satisfactorily. The condition of fittings lies in the
same range. Major reasons for damages are flood and landslides (22%). The
figures imply that in general the users take care of the functioning of the
intake structures but the protection is neglected in most cases. With about
two third of the catchments contamination Is possible or even obvious. A
mere 7% of the catchments are somewhat fenced whereas 91% never had been
fenced at all. This reflects the fact that the villagers care for the
amount of water that the system delivers to the village, but still the
quality of the water is not a matter of concern.

A good result is that only 4% of the sources never provide sufficient water
but the rate of projects with sufficient water yearround is still not very
high (59%). Comparing this with the figures ascertained 1981
(Gurung/Schramm), where 47% are shown as yearround sufficient and 47% as
seasonally adequate, the improvement is not extraordinary. In combination
with the experience how preliminary surveys are actually executed, it shows
that still the importancy of careful and repeated measuring of the source
yield during the appropriate season is not recognized.

) SOURCEYiELD

Total No. of Structures:

TOTAL

374

in 7. of
number of
struc-

tures

Supply from the
source

yearround sufficient
seasonally insuffic.
never sufficient

221
137

14

~9
~7

4

4) PROTECTiON OF AREA

Trees, dense jungle, forest 223 60
Jungle, few trees, bushes 176 ‘17
Afforestation, never existed 23 6

existed,but destroyed
new afforestation
erosion in the area
endangers catchment

25
11
28
22

7
3
8
6

Fencing existir~g, good
existing,needs repair
fencing destroyed
was never fenced

14
12

7
338

4

2
91

Risk of
houses nearby (100 ci)
trails in the area

36
87

10
23

contamination animal grazing
animal faeces
human faeces

197
22
44

53
6

12

no risk of contamin.
some danger of cont.
high risk of contam.

97
194

82

26
52
22

11
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2.4 Pjp.eitne

_~_~p~L~n~i

Total No. of Systems:
TOTAL

289
an X

Most frequent not buried
defect: leakages

cuts
landslides

214
9

28
9

74
3

10
3

Second most not buried
frequent defect: leakages

cuts
landslides

23
54

105
24

8
19

6
8

table 2

The assessment of the pipelines required a different approach, since they
are basically not visible as long as they are in good order. Thus for the
pipelines the frequency of four major visible defects was counted, i.e. the
number of places where the pipeline was not buried, where it was leaking or
cut or where it was damaged by landslides. Table 2 shows in how many
systems which of these defects occured most frequently and in how many as
second most frequent defect. That means for example that “not buried” is
the most frequent defect on pipelines In 214 systems, i.e. 74%, whereas in
23 systems it is the second most frequent defect only.

It is obvious that not buried pipelines are found as major defect. This
tallies with the experience that it is difficult to convince the villagers,
who have to dig the trenches, to dig them deep enough so that the pipeline
is properly buried. As a consequence of this, exposed pipelines get cut
frequently by people living nearby or passing by. This is reflected in the
fact that cuts are the second most frequent damage in 105 systems (36%).

In comparison to this, leakages and landslides are much less frequent,
which may be taken as an indication that the joining of pipelines and the
alignment is mostly done properly. This is reconfirmed by the General
Assessment of pipelines (table 7) which shows that with the construction of
pipelines only 2% serious shortcomingsare observed and 70% are judged as
satisfactory. Insufficient maintenance (only 41% satisfactory) definitely
increases the problem of exposed pipes. Thus the figures confirm that
initially not properly buried pipes “invite” people to cut them and even
under maintenance not much consideration is given to the burying, most
probably because this involves quite some input by the villagers. In
comparison to this work the welding of a cut or joining of the pipe with a
bamboo—socket” is an easy and quickly done job.

12
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2.5 ~tQL~9Q.T4nKS

(table 3 see page 14)

Up to 1984 all storage tanks were built In stone masonry with arch roofs.
Since then Ferrocement—tanks are introduced as a standard. The detail
assessment does not distinguish between this two types. Table 7 (General
Assessment) shows that there is not much of a difference between the two
types taking into consideration that stonemasonry tanks are older.

The performance of storage tanks is very good with 93% being in
satisfactory condition. It is most probable that the tank is seen as the
crucial part of the system and usually is located close to the village
which both increases the attention given to the structure. Even then the
protection of tanks and of the stored water against contamination is not as
good as it should be.

2. 6 ~fl~.mb9L~

(table 4 see page 15)

In comparison to other structures (see table 6) the chambers are ranking
last with regard to working condition. An explanation could be that these
structures are usually (I.C., B.P.T) far away from the village and even
sometimes in places not easy accessible. Furthermore their function is not
so obvious for the users.

The assessment of the fittings shows further that float valves and air
valves (only 53 to 59% working properly) are vulnerable parts and at the
same time it is difficult for the users to repair these parts.

2.7 I~st~nds

(table5see page 16)

For the users the tapstand is the most important and thus central part of
the system. The figure of 76% of the tapstands providing adequate water may
be seen as a good achievement. The physical condition of the tapstands
(pillars and platforms about 80% okay) tallies with this. On the other hand
the condition of the fittings is far below that. For the brasstaps this can
be explained by the fact that they are the most heavily used parts of the
whole system, whereas the stopcocks, which are there to regulate the
pressure and thus the flow at the tapstand are most probably the parts
villagers are tampering with most often.

A comparison with the results of the 1981—survey shows that the situation
with regard to flow (Gurung/Schramm: 75% adequate) and to physical
condition of tapstands is still about the same.

As major reason for shortcomings again the lack of maintenance is stated.
However this has to be seen together with the fact that tapstands are the
most exposed part of the scheme.

The utilisation of wastewater (21%) has increased since the 1981—survey
(3%), whereas the cleanliness, drainage of tapstand area is still something
that needs big improvements.

13
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_9±_~_I~~ table 3

in •f. of
total of
rel evant
criteria

1) GENERAL CONDITIONS
TOTAL in Y. of

number of
struc—

Total No. of Structures: 259 tures

General Working
Conditions

satisfactory
partly damaged
out of order

240
13

7

93
~
3

Leakage no leaks 210 81
little leakage 44 17
serious leakage 4 2

Contamination Tank well covered 165 70
of i’iater contamin. possible 64 J i

contamin. obvious B (237) 3

2) TANI~ STF~UCTURE8

Storage in good condition 216 83
Chamber leaks partly 25 10

needs repair 18 7

Operation in good condition 198 88
Chamber partly damaged 27 12

seriously damaged I (226) —

Cover undamaged, in place 209 82
damaged 29 11
missing 16 ~S

Fittings in working condition 174 7
partly damaged,leaks 61 25
out of order 5 (240) 2

3> PROTECTION / PREVENTION

Fencing existing, good 45 17
existing,needs repair 22 8
fencing destroyed - --

was never fenced 185 71

Prevention well protected 142 59
- poor care, maint. 78 33

vandalism, malicious 19 (239 8

Maintenance routine maintenance 74 29
occasional 127 49
no maintenance 53 20
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Assessment of Chambers table 4

in 7. of in ~i of
total total of
number of relevant
structures criteria

1) GENER~\LCfJNDIIIONS

Total No. of Structures:

TOT AL

570

General Working
Conditions

satisfactory
partly damaged
out of order

366
105

99

64
18
17

Leakage
(only for 1.C.

and B.P.T. ~)

no leaks
little leakage
serious leakage

215
53
13 (281)

77
19

5

Contamination
of water

Tank well covered
contamin. possible
contamin. obvious

265
130

19 (414)

64
31

5

2) CONDITION OF CH~ME~ERS

Chamber in good condition
partly damaged
seriously damaged

430
73
55

75
13
10

Cover undamaged, in place
damaged
missing

440
58
58

77
10
10

3) FITTINGS

l.C. Inlet elbow in place
not existing

19
54 ( 7.3)

26
74

B.F’.T. :Gate Valves
.

Float Valve

okay
leaking
dismantled
okay
leaking
not working

144
32
27
97

B
77

(203)

71
16
13
53

4
42

Air Valve okay
damaged but working
not working

60
20
22 (102)

59
20
21

C.0.; Gate Valve
others

okay
leaking
dismantled

102
42
36 (180)

57
23
20
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table 5

in 7. of in X of
total total of
number of relevant
structures criteriaTotal No. of Structur

TOTAL

es: 2546

Number of households using tap 33752

Flow
Adequate
too little
no flow

1937
166
44~3

76
7

17

Brass tap
okay
damaged
not in place

1457
544
542

57
21
21

Pillar
okay
damaged,but working
needs rebuilding

2217
97

221

87
4
9

Platform
okay
partly broken
destroyed

1753
518
158(2429)

72
21

7

Valve—
chamber

okay
partly broken
destroyed

1493
231
256(1982)

75
12
13

Cover
okay
not in place, damaged
missing

1574
178
212

79
9

11

Stopcock
okay
damaged
dismantled

1128
568
237

57
29
13

Cleanli—
ness of
surroundin

clean, drained
some shortcomings
dirty

1281
919
289

50
6

11

Wastewater productively used~ 546 21

Reasons
for
damage

poor construction
no maintenance
malicious, vandalism

150
809
301(1260)

12
64
24

Regular maintenance yes
executed” no

1125
1421

44
56
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2.8 co~Q~rJsQn~of_~trQctures

The figures In table 6 are given as percentage (%).

Catch—
ment S

Coflection— Storage-
Chambers Tanks

Chambers Tap—
stands

table 6

Note: * General Condition Tap: average of
Fittings Tap: average of brasstap

platform and pillar
and stopcock

Table 6 gives a comparison of the structures with regard to a few items.
The difference between the figure for “satisfactory” and the one for “out
of order” (e.g. Catchments: General Condition 79 — 8 69) gives a
comparative scale. The bigger this figure the better the performance of the
structure and vice versa.

According to this the storage tanks in all aspects are in the best
condition whereas chambers show the lowest performance.
Overall the structures are in good condition with a percentage ranging from
79 to 93%. Considering the fact that fittings on tapstands are in heavy use
and their replacement Is a serious problem for the villagers, even the
condition of fittings can be considered as fairly good.

As mentioned earlier the protection of the water against contamination and
cleanliness is not yet a real concern of the users.

General
Conditions

satisfactory
partly damaged
out of order

79
13

8

79
14

7

93
5
3

64
18
17

80*
12
8

Fittings working
partly damaged
out of order

72
22

6

73
25

2

60
15
24

57*
25
17

Chambers
(water—
storage)

good condition
partly damaged
seriously damaged

79
14

7

83
10

7

75
13
10

Contamination
Cleanliness

no risk
some risk
contam. obvious

30
45
22

26
52
22

64
25

3

64
31

5

50
36
11

Protection fencing good
to be repaired
destroyed
never fenced

4
3
2

91

17
8
0

71

17





2.9 Gen~r~IAss~sment

The figures In table 7 are given as percentage (%). The figures in brackets
are taken from the 1981—survey.

Catch- Stone— Ferro- Pipe- B.P 1. other
nent masonry cement line IC. ‘s Chamber

Tanks Tanks

Design satisfactory
some shortcomings
serious shortcoming

85(74)
13(22)

2 (4)

94(96)

6 (4)

—

100
—

—

87(93)
13 (7)

1

98(100)

2
1

94(89)

6(11)

—

Construction satisfactory
some shortcomings
serious shortcoming

65(41)
32(48)

3(11)

77(58)

22(42)
1

91
8
1

70(59)
22(33)

2 (7)

86 (7)

13(73)
1(20)

73(37)

25(41)

2(22)

Maintenance satisfactory
some shortcomings
serious shortcoming

45(11)

45(37)

10(52)

39(19)

52(69)

9(11)

60
35

4

41 (4)

43(74)

16(22)

34
50(67)

16(33)

37 (4)

49(44)

13(52)

table 7

Table 7 shows that for standardized structures (tanks, chambers) the design
yields good results, whereas with catchments and pipelines where no
standard design is possible shortcomings due to design are more frequent.
The same is true for the construction. This tallies with the observation
that the Water Supply Technicians have achieved a very good level of
performance in the construction of structures, which they know “by heart”,
whereas they still have some problems with structures that need adjustment
to the particular situation, such as catchments.

In the survey of Gurung/Schramm 1981 the same system for the general
assessment was used, which allows for a good comparison now. The figures
obtained then are shown In brackets. They reflect only the standardized
projects surveyed at that time.

Even if it is taken in count that the judgement of the surveyors in 1981
and now is not exactly the same, the figures show some significant
improvements. Whereas in Design about the same level is maintained, which
Is a result of the standardisation, the Construction has improved quite a
lot, in particular with valve chambers. Figurewise the biggest improvement
was achieved in Maintenance, where the scores for “satisfactory have risen
from an average of about 8% to about 45%. ThIs may indicate that the inputs
in maintenance over the past years show tangible results. However It will
take more efforts to get Maintenance to the same level as Design and
Construct ion.

Thus major shortcomings still lay with the maintenance of the schemes
and/or with issues like cleanliness/contamination of water and protection
of structures. These are all Issues that can be improved only by increasing
the understanding of the users for the correlations between maintenance,
the well—functioning of the scheme, water—quality and eventually health. It
does not mean that the villagers are not willing to take their part of the
responsibility. It rather reconfirms the realisatlon that it is comparingly
easy to achieve good results in the construction part by standardizing
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designs and giving continuous training to staff, whereas those Issues of
the implementation of a water supply that require the understanding and
initiative of the users are much more difficult to achieve. They take more
time because they Involve a change in attitude.

3. ASSESSMfNILQE 2~Q~ECT$

3.1 ~nitrQductthn

The basic idea of the project—wise assessment is to categorize the projects
according to their performance and consequentially find out correlations
between performance and factors that possible influence this performance.
In a simple way the same task was given to the surveyors on Record Form
A/2. They had to decide whether the project as a whole is in good ar bad
condition and they had to give a major reason for It. Apart from this
overall judgement an attempt was made to evaluate the available, detailed
data in such a way, that a more objective and well based judgement of the
working condition of the individual project was possible.

3.2 U~ssi1iQ~tiQn

It turned out to be the most difficult part of the data evaluation to find
objective and easy applicable criteria to make a distinction between good
and bad projects. Evidently the most important criteria is the service, the
project provides to the users (servicability, utility), which is easiest to
judge by the fact whether the taps provide sufficient water. However if one
tries to introduce grades, the difficulty shows in deciding on the margins
of these grades.

Since the service provided does not necessarily correlate with the physical
condition of the project (in an almost broken system, the taps still might
provide water), a second criteria had to be found for this part. Thus the
assessment of the Repair Requirements was taken as a standard for the
physical condition.

a) ryjc~bjJjty../_Utility

To categorize the projects according to utility, the flow from tapstand was
taken as a standard. One condition is that a certain percentage of the taps
is providing adequate water, whereas the second condition is that only a
limited number of taps may have no flow at all. With these two conditions
the following categories were defined:

Percentage of Percentage of
tapstands with tapstands with
adequate flow no flow

Category I : more than 90% 0%
Category II : 71% to 90% less than 15%
Category III : 51% to 70% 15% to 33%
Category IV : less than 50% more than 33%

For an average Project with 12 tapstarids this means:

Category I : 11 taps provide adequate water
none of the taps has no flow

Category 11 : at least 9 taps provide adequate water
maximum 1 tap has no flow
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Category III : at least 7 taps provide adequate water
maximum 4 taps have no flow

Category IV : less than 6 taps provide adequate water
more than 4 taps have no flow

The example shows that at least the first two categories apply a rather
rigid standard, whereas projects In category III might still be considered
as halfway functioning.

b) Pb cLCQn~tt ton

To classify the projects with regard to their physical condition the repair
requirements were taken as criteria. To define four categories again two
conditions were chosen. One condition is the percentage of structures that
require major repair and the other condition is the precentage of
structures where the repair is urgent. The definition of the terms major
repair and urgent as they were applied in the survey are given in chapter
II, 5.2c.

To get the percentage, the number of structures within a project that need
major repair, respectively where the repair is urgent, was put into
relation to the total number of structures in the project. Intentionally no
weighting for different structures was given.
Since pipelines were assessed differently their repair requirements were
evaluated separately.

The categories are defined as follows:

J~J~jQflJ: ~Qn~jiaQJL2:
Major Repair Execution urgent (in S of all

structures)

Category I : less than 30% less than 5%
Category II : 31 to 50% 5 to 20%
Category III : 51 to 70% 21 to 40%
Category IV : more than 71% more than 41%

The criteria “urgent” was also applied rather rigid, since this criteria
will decide about the further well—functioning of the project, whereas
repair work as such does not necessarily endanger the service delivered by
the project.

Since both for utility and physical condition two conditions were used for
the classification, there were a few projects where the allocation to one
category was not definite so that an individual judgement was necessary.

It is obvious that by altering the chosen conditions, the result of the
survey looks different. Therefore they were thoroughly discussed before
being fixed. The results of the classification were furthermore checked
against the subjective judgement of the surveyors. Each of them had to name
a project that he would assign to one of the categories “very good”,
“good”, “average” and “bad”. This comparison for about 20 projects showed a
fairly good correspondence. Similarly the general judgement (good/bad) of
each project which the surveyors had to give on Record Form A/2,
corresponds with the results of the categorisatlon as can be seen from
table
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3.3 ftesv1ts~oi~C]~s~iiic~tiQn

With these four categories for utility and physical condition each, the
projects could be allocated to one of the 16 possible combined categories.

projects)

In order to have a sufficient numerical basis to obtain statistically
relevant statements, the 16 categories were grouped four by four into the
following categories:

A/I, A/Il, B/I, B/Il as
C/I, C/Il, D/I, 0/Il as
A/Ill, Ally, B/Ill, B/IV as
C/Ill, dlv, D/III, Oily as

In the 4 by 4 matrix of table 8 (and following) the projects in the upper
left corner are the best ones (A/I), whereas the worst projects (D/IV) are
in the lower right corner.

Looking at the general assessment of the projects made by the surveyors it
seems that the classification is rather rigid since those projects judged
as bad, mainly occur in the lowest category (D/IV) and even there do not
come up to the number of projects allocated by the classification.

To show the distribution of the projects better,
of each category is shown as an equivalent area.

in figure 1 the percentage

bad flow / little repair

A/J~L~~LLY

c;ijji~- PIIY

bad flow / lot of repair

figure 1

Table 8 shows the result of the classification. For each combined category
a window with the following information is given:

1) Number of projects that fall Into this category
(In actual and as percentage of total number of

2) Number of rehabilitated projects in category
(they are also included in the first figure)

3) Number of projects that were assessed as in bad working
condition by the surveyors acc. to Record Form A/2

A/I — B/Il
C/I — 0/Il
A/Ill — B/IV
C/Ill — Oily

good flow / little repair

I

D/ll

good flow! lot of repair
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DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTS CATEGORIZED ACCORDING TO:

— Water Flow from Tapstands (Utility, Serviceability)
- Repair Requirements of Structures (Physical Condition)

CT0ta1 of Projects evaluated: 193D

g~ A/I

Nuaber of projects

in this category:

rehabil. : 6

assessed as
bad project: 0

rehabil. : 2

assessed as
bad project: 0

Number of projects
in this category:

~gt_ggg~y~B/I

c~!qgC11C/I cgt!Q9CII C/lI

Number of projects Number of projects

in this category: 17 9 7. in this category:
r eh ab ii.: 2

~&gggcyt C/I — Dill

assessed as Number of projectsbad project: ~ in this category: 44 23 X

thereof rehabilitated: 5

assessed as bad working
project by surveyor:

rehabil.: 0

assessed as

bad project: 0
Number of projects
in this category:

Q~hggcy~0/I

~i~ggg~n C/Ill

Number of projects
in this category:

rahabil. : 0

assessed as
bad project: 2

rahabil. : 1

assessed as

bad project: 5

Number of projects

in this category:

~ 0/Ill

~gtgggEy1 A/I’.’

Number of projects
0 0 X in this category:

‘/7////////////, ////Z/7////A
Qgtggg~y~A/Ill — B/tv

Number of projects
in this category: 7 4 X

thereds rehabilitated: 1

assessed as bad working
project by surveyor: 4

G~teggry~C/IL)

Number of projects

11 6 X in this category:

‘/7//////////2c ///////////Zl
C/Ill — b/lv

Number of projects
~‘Jin this category: 74 39 t

thereof rehabilitated: 6

assessed as bad working
PLP2!ct by surveyor: 45

C

I.-

0)
‘p
a.)
10

C)

7ff f f f/f

Water Flow from Tapstands ______ baa

Categoryl Category II Category III Category IV

IC22 11

G~tgggcyt A/Il

Number of projects
in this category:

~N

UN

N

table 8

B

rehabi 1.

assessed as
bad projecti

çst~gocy~MI! — ~iL!

Number of projects
in this category: 69 35 IC

thereof rehabilitated: 16

assessed as bad working
oroject by surveyor: 0

47.

4

0

>.
L
0
0)
e

0
0

c4~!gg~yl A/Ill

Number ‘~f projects
in this category:

rehabil. : 0

assessed as

bad project: 0

rehabil. : 0

assessed as

bad project: I
Wt~eber of projects
in this category:

~t_ggg~y~ 8/Ill

25 13 •h

rehabi 1.:

assessed as
bad project:

13

otal A

30
16 %

0

rehabi 1.:

assessed as
bad project:

Number of projects
in this category:

Category: B/ll

07.

0

0

0

77.

0

>‘

L
0
0)

i0
0

4 2Z

10’s

0~.~

as

(0’
a’

rehab: 1.:

assessed as

— bad project:
Number of projects
in this category: 3

~gt~Qg[y~ B/IV

1

3

27.

Total B

45
23 %

15

rehab: 1.:

assessed as
bad project:

87.

0

ci
>‘

L
0
0)
a
4)
to
0

6 37.

rehabil. : 0

assessed as

bad projecti 1

6 37.

Number of projects

in this category:

ça~~gg~y~D/ll

Total I: 70 [58 % I
36 %

12 67.

rehabil.: 3

assessed as

bad project: B

rehabil.: 2

assessed as
bad project: 30

38 20 7.

Total C

55
- 28 %

61

Total D

63
33 %

Total II: 42
22 %

13 77.
Number of projects
in this category:

C~t~gQCIL0/IL)

Total III~ 28 [42 %
15 %

Total IV: 53
27 %
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lao % -

4zJ~ ~‘V% ~%S1% 53%

4. CQRftELATLOt{S; EE~FQ1~F1ANCEOF PRO~JECTS/1NF~CI~J~ACTQRS

4.1 IntIQc~vc~iQn

In the tables 9,10,11 and 15, the following system was chosen to display
the correlation between certain factors/features that influence the
performance of a project and the quality of the projects. The tables
basically follow the system of table 8, by distinguishing the four major
categories. In the middle a window displays the average figures (for all
193 projects) for a particular feature whereas in the surrounding windows
the figures for the according category are shown. Like this it is possible
to see how the figures vary among the different categories of projects and
in comparison to the overall average. In some cases where it was thought to
be relevant even the figures for the best (A/I) and the worst (D/IV) sub-
category are displayed separately.

4.2 ~f_Er~J Qct

In the figures below the utility of the project (flow of water from
tapstands) and the physical condition In relation to the age of the project
is shown. Rehabilitated projects are taken by the year in which the
rehabilitation was completed.
Above the axis the two good categories are shown and below the axis the two
bad ones.

Ut i1tty_CE1~wfrom - tapst andl

Category I & II

year of completion

Category III & IV

fIgure 2

Category A & B

year of completion

Category C & 0

figure 3

~Y7~7’~
,
7?J ~

57% 56% S~% 4L8% 4~,7%

2~Z% s,~

PJiysic~ Lc~a~ttioj~jr Re~uin~nt~

St ~�

11% 22% 26Z 35%

faa %

50 ~.

71% 8~% 78N ~ 6S%
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Figure 2 and 3 show that the utility of the projects is not decreasing at
the same speed as Is the physical condition of the projects. It Indicates
that the users will keep the water running as good as they can even if
major parts of the project fall into disrepair.

4.3 j~j~ ~ ~r~ nt~_Pij~e]ineJ A ~.çyqf SQuLce~YteJ~

(table 9 see page 25)

With an average of 68% (31% minor, 37% major) the repair requirements on
pipelines seem quite high in comparison to the structures. It shows clearly
that in the better categories regarding flow (I & II), minor repair
outweighs major repair, whereas in the bad categories (III & IV) it is just
opposite. Together with the fact that the figures for the source yield do
not vary to the same extent as do the repair requirements among the
categories, this proves that the condition of the pipeline has much more of
an influence on the performance of a system than the adequacy of the source
yield.
If one takes further into consideration the results of table 10, discussed
below, one can see that with improved maintenance still a lot can be
achieved in improving the performance of the systems.

4.4 ~

(table 10 see page 26)

Comparing the figures for the various categories with the average figures
it shows that the scores for maintenance quality vary much more than those
for construction quality. It is obvious that the construction quality in
good projects is better than on the average and vice versa. However the
fact that the discrepancy between maintenance quality in good projects and
that in bad projects is significantly higher than with construction
quality, indicates that the major reason for poor performance of a project
is insufficient maintenance and not so much the construction quality.
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REPAIR REQUIREMENJS PIPELINE / ADEQUACYOF SOURCE YIELD

25

N

table 9

A

B

C

N

Category: A/I — B/Il

Repair Requirements PipelineI

Repair minor: 26 •/.
major: 19 7
urgent: 16 X

Yield of Sources:

adequate: 87 7.
not adequatel 1: 7.

Category: A/Ill H/IV

Repair Requirements Pipeline:

Repair minor: 43 ~ i~
Repair major: 57 1.

urgent: 71 7.

Yield of Sources:

adequate: 1O@ 7.
not adequate: 0 7.

9± 19~EEQJ?ctH

Repair Requirements Pipeline:

Repair minor: i ~ 68 ~
major: :7 •/
urgent: 26 7.

Yield of Sources:

adequate: 82 7.
not adequate: 18 7.

Catggory: C/I — D/ll

Repair Requirements Pipeline:

Repair minor: 41 7. 71 7
major: 30 •/.

urgent: 9 7.

Yield of Sources:

adequate: 82 7.
not adequate: 18 7.

c~t?ggLyIC/Ill — D/IV

Repair Requirements Pipeline:

Repair minor: 28 7. -.

_ e~’.Repair major: ~.i.i

urgent: ~41 7.

Yield of Sourc~s:

adequate: 77 7.
not adequate: 23 7.

Cflegory~ D/IV

Repair Requirements Pipeline:

Repair minor: 21 7. 89 ~
major: 68 7
urgent: 41 7.

Yield of Sources:

adequate: 71 7.
not adequate: 29 7.

II Iv
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GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURES: - CONSTRUCTIONQUALITY
- MAINTENANCE QUALITY table 10

A

B

C

D

Cil!99c11 A/I — B/Il

General Assessment of:

G2Q~c~L92I good: 62 (91 7.)
medium: 6 ( 9 7.)
bad: — ( 0 7.)

L2~!g~cn good: 48 (71 7.)
medium: 20 (29 •/.)
bad: — ( 0 ~/.)

c~t~Q2~.YIA/Ill — Ei/IV

General Assessment of:
cg~t~ct~gn~good: 4 (57 7.)

medium: 3 (43 7.)
bad: — ( 0 •/.)

~L~0~ac~i good: 1 (14 7.)
medium: 3 (43 7.)
bad: 3 (43 7.)

y//////////7////////Y///7//7/7/7/7///////// 7/7/7/ / /7 //

General Assessment of:

cg~~c~c~1Q2Isatisfactory (good): 149 (77 7.)
some shortcomings (medium): 39 (20 7.)
serious shortcomings (bad): 5 ( 3 7.)

Ma~~~.~gce: satisfactory (good): 75 (39 7.)
some shortcomings (medium): 91 (47 •/.)
serious shortcomings (bad): 27 (14 7.)

C~egory~C/I — D/II

General Assessment of:
~ good: 33 (75 7.)

medium: 10 (23 7.)
bad: 1 C 2 •/.)

Maintertance8 good: 17 (39 7.)
medium: 25 (57 7.)
bad: 2 C 5 7.)

C/Ill — D/IY

General Assessment of:
cQ~tL~ctLQaLgood: 50 (68 7.)

medium: 20 (27 7.)
bad: 4 C S 7.)

~~nt~n~cQI goçd: 9 (12 7.)
medium: 43 (58 7.)
bad: 22 (30 7.)

~ggr.it D/IV

/
/

General Assessment of:

GQ~tc.~tL2r!Lgood:
medi um:

21 (55 7.)
13 (34 7.)

bad: 4 (11 7.)

tinat~a~u;ngood
medi um:
bad:

— C 0 7.)
21 (55 /.)
17 (45 7.)

I II III Iv





4. 5 t~tnt~a~nce~ALr~n9~men~s

(table 11 see page 29)

Table 11 shows some major features of the maintenance arrangements.
The number of projects that have a Village Maintenance Worker (78%) Is a
good achievement and it shows an improvement from the situation in 1981,
when only about 63% of the projects had a VMW. With regard to remuneration
the situation has improved even more. Whereas in 1981 only 31% of the VMW’s
got some kind of payment it is now 77% and 61% get even regular payment.

Comparing the various categories it shows that the percentage of VMW
existing as well as that for ‘VMW trained” does not vary very much as
compared to the average. To a lesser extent this is also true for the
payment, whereas the mode of payment (regular) shows bigger differences.
Significant is the variation in the frequency of “Checking the system”. In
the good projects this checking happens obviously more often than in the
bad ones. Below there are more tables (12, 13) which help to find out
factors that influence the performance of the VMW.

As concerns the User’s Committee the figure of 80% existIng and 72% active
shows that the efforts of the programme in this matter pay off. Maybe a
little limitation is that the fact, whether a committee Is really active or
not, was difficult to verify for the surveyors. Whereas among the good and
average projects these figures do not vary too much there is a significant
drop in the bad projects.

Both the results about VMW and User Committees show that the maintenance
arrangements and therein in particular the interest the users take, has a
strong influence on the performance of the water supply.

a) Re1~tiQ st~ncQM~W11JJiaintenanc~Q~1tty

Maintenance Quality VMWexists VMWnot existing

satisfactory:
some shortcomings:
serious shortcomings:

68 (45%)
68 (45%)
14 (10%)

9 (21%)
21 (49%)
13 (30%)

b) RelatiQII; - Tr~aing~f__W~LP~vment~QLYM~LMnQ~Ltty

table 12

PAyment c~LVMWi

Trained VMW:
~~irte~ance
of project
assessed as
satisfactory

Untrained VMW:
Maintenance
of project
assessed as
satisfactory

Regularly paid
Occasionally paid
Not paid

55 (59%)
16 (17%)
22 (24%)

31 (56%)
5 (31%)
6 (27%)

42 (45%)

36 (63%)
10 (18%)
11 (19%)

16 (44%)
5 (50%)
5 (46%)

26 (46%)

table 13
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Table 12 shows that in those projects which have a Village Maintenance
Worker the maintenance of the project is significantly better.
According to table 13 the fact whether the VMWhad a training has not much
of an Influence on his payment. On the other hand among those VMWthat get
regularly paid the trained ones perform a bit better than the untrained
ones. With the unpaid VMW’s this is exactly opposite. An explanation could
be that a good, trained VMWwill not work if he gets no payment, whereas
there are a number of projects where an untrained person even without
payment is taking care of the project out of his own Initiative. Such
persons will definitely perform well even without payment. This is most
probably also the explanation that overall, trained and untrained VMW’s
perform about the same (45%, 46% respectively satisfactory).

c) Reia~iQn UseL~cmrn1tt?~JP~yJrJ~ntof VM~

User Committee:

Payment of VMW

regularly occasionally not paid

not existing
whole Committee active
only Chairman active
Committee inactive

7 (18%)
70 (63%)

9 (39%)
4 (20%)

1 ( 3%)
17 (15%)

2 ( 8%)
5 (25%)

30 (79%)
25 (22%)
12 (52%)
11 (55%)

table 14

Table 14 indicates that only in projects where the whole User Committee is
active, the payment of the VMWis usually taken care of (78%). In all other
cases the arrangements for the payment of VMW are rather poor.
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MAINTENANCE ARRANGEMENTS table 11

Category: A/I — B/TI

Category: c/i — D/ll

I II

Category: A/III~— Buy

Category: : c/ui — D/IV

III

/

Category: D/IV

A

B

D

Villaoe Maintenance Worker:
existing: 59 (87%) Trained: 36 (61%)
not existing: 9 (13%) Not trained: 23 (39%)

Remuneration: Checking system:
cash: 32- (54%) Weekly: 37 (63%)
kind: 19 (32%) Monthly: 8 (14%)
none. 8 (14%) Occasionaliy: 14 (24%)
regular: 43 (73%)

User’s Committee:
not existing: 8 (12%)

existing: 60 (88%)
Committee active: 47 (78%)
only Chairman active: 9 (15%)
Committee not active: 4 ( 7%)

Villaae Maintenance Worker:
existing: 5~(71%) Trained: 4 (80%)
not existing: 2~(29%) Not trained: 1 (20%)

Remuneration: Checkina system:
cash: 3 (60%) Weekly: 2 (40%)
kind; 1 (20%) Monthly: 2 (40%)
nond: 1 (20%) occasionally: 1 (20%)
regular: 3 (60%)

User’s Coemnittee~
not existing: 1 (14%)

existing: 6 (86%)
Coninittee active: 5 (83%)
only Chairman active: 1 (17%)
Coemnittee not active: — ( 0%)

Villane Maintenance Worker:
existing: 150 (78%)
not existing: 43 (22%)

Reinunerat ion:
cash: 74 (49%)
kind- 43 (29%)
none: 33 (22%)
regular: 91 (61%)

User’s Committee:
not existing: 38 (20%)

existing: 155 (80%)
Committee active: 112
only Chairman active: 23
Committee not active: 20

Trained: 93 (62%) 48% of all :rojectsl
Not trained: 57 (38%) (30% of all projects)

Checkon~ system:
Weekly: 77 (51%)
Monthly: 26 (11%)
Occasionally: 47 (31%)

(7 2%)
(15%)
(13%)

Village Maintenance Worker:
existing: 33 (75%) Trained: 23 (70%)
not existing: 11 (25%) Not trained: 10 (30%)

Remuneration: Checking system:
cash: 18 (55%) Weekly: 20 (61%)
kind: 8 (24%) Monthly: 3 ( 9%)
none: 7 (21%) Occasionally: 00 (30%)
regular: 22 (67%)

User’s Committee:
not existing: 8 (18%)

existing: 36 (82%)
Committee active. 28 (78%)
only Chairman active: 3 C 8%)
Conenittee not active: 5 (14%)

L

Villaae Maintenaice Worker:
existing: 53 (72%) Trained: 30 (57%)
not existing: 21 (28%) Not trained: 23 (43%)

Remuneration: Checking system:
cash: 21 (40%) Weekly: 18 (34%)
kind: 15 (28%) Monthly: 13 (25%)
none: 17 (32%) •Occasionally: 22 (41%)
regular: 23 (43%)

(liar’s Committee.
not existing: 21 (28%)

existing: 53 (72%)
Committee active: 32 (60%)
only Chairman active: 10 (19%)
Committee not active: 11(21%)

Village Maintenance Worken
existing:24 (63%) Trained: 12 (50%)
not ex. : 14 (37%) Not tr.: 12 (50%)

~jjjj~jg~ Checking system:
cash: 10 (42%) Weekly: 6 (25%)
kind: 5 (21%) Monthly: 6 (25%)

none: 9 (43%) Occas.: 12 (50%)
regular: 9 (38%)

User’s Committee:
not existing: 13 (34%)
existing: 25 (66%)
Coninittee active: 13 (52%)
only Chairman active: 5 (20%)
Committee not active: 7 (28%) -~
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4.6 R~1atiQn; f.cpnorntc ~CQnd1tiQnLLtfln1c~

(table 15 see page 31)

Table 15 shows the situation in the different categories of projects with
regard to the economic condition and the ethnic groups.
The figures indicate clearly that the economic condition of the village
does not have much of an lnfluenCe on the performance of the project.
Whereas among the best projects the percentage of poor villages is slightly
lower than average, there is the same amount of poor villages under the
worst projects as there is on the average.
The same is true for the ethnic groups. Even though the assessment of the
social structure in this survey is a very rough one, some statement is
possible. The table does not show any significant difference that would
indicate that the ethnic group has an influence on the performance of the
projects. This somehow stands in contrast to the experience that is made
during construction period, where the social structure and ethnic mixture
has a strong influence on the smooth running of the projects. However an
explanation could be that the construction requires much more of
organisation and exchange among the villagers than the situation of the
completed project where a certain agreement can be found and followed for a
long period

In the graph below the economic situation of the village was put into
relation to the arrangements for the Village Maintenance Worker.

4 poor average viLlages ‘rich 100010

~ ~

_____ ______________ 0 )~2~ø~
/ \ /~ // /

~ ~

figure 1

It shows that poor villages much more often have a VMW than rich villages
(82% against 62%). WIth regard to payment they are situated about the same
(40 % against 44%). There is not much of variation with regard to payment
of the VMW’s. Most probably in poor villages the system of voluntary labour
still works whereas in rich villages the VMW’s will work only if they are
also paid properly.
This and the figures of table 15 indicate that the economic condition of
the villages is not necessarily a limiting factor for a good maintenance of
the project as It Is often assumed. The villagers obviously find ways and
means provided they are Interested In the well—functioning of the scheme.
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E~~NOMIC CONDITIONS .f ETHNIC GROLj.~~ table 15

Maior Ethnic Grouos:
majority Matwali: 31
major. Chettri/Bahun: 29
mixed Population: 8

Economic Conditions:
Village:
rural: 58 (85%)
rural/bazaar: 10 (15%)

(46%)
(43%)
(12%)

poor: 20 (29%)
average: 43 (63%)
rich: 5 C 7%

)

Malor Ethnic Groups:
majority Matwali:
major. Chettri/Bahun:
mixed Population:

Economic Condltthns:
Village:
rural: 164
rural/bazaar: 29

95 (49%)
70 (36%)
28 (15%)

Category: A/II~ — Buy

Maior Ethnic ~i~ouos:
majority Matwal~i:
major. Chettri/~ahun:
mixed Populatici,:

Economic Condltions:
Village:
rural:
rural/bazaar:

poor: 50 (26%)
average:121 (66%)
rich: 16 ( 8%)

2 (29%)
3 (43%)
2 (29%)

Category: A/I

‘(aior_Ethnlc Groups:
majority Matwail: 10 (46%)
major. Chettri/Bahun: 9 (41%)
mixed Population: 3 (13%)

~rr~npmi ~‘nflt1It~ir~n~
Village: poor: 2 (10%)
rural: 17 (81%) average: 16 (76%)
rural/bazaar: 4 (19%) rich: 3 (14%)

Category: A/I — B/Il

A

B

I II

(7i~)
poor: 1 (14%)
average: 4 (57%)

(29%) rIch: 2(30%)

(85%)
(15%)

III IV

Category: C/lU — 0/I VCategory: C/I — 0/Il

Waler Ethnic Groups:
majority Matwall: 26 (59%)
major. Chettrl/Bahun: 11 (25%)
mixed Population: 7 (16%)

Economic Conditions:
Village: poor: 9 (20%)
rural: 39 (88%) average: 31 (70%)
rural/bazaar: 5 (12%) rich: 4 ( 9%)

31

majority Matwall: 11
major. Chettri4Bahun: 27
mixed Populatl

1n: 36

QfldJ~iQfl~
Village:
rural: 62 (84%)
rural/bazaar: 1~2 (16%)

(49%)
(36%)
(15%)

poor:
average:
rich.

11
49

5

(27%)
(66%)
C 7%) N

~et~:ry: D/IV

C

D
z-; ---~

t~aior Ethnic Grouos~
,hajority Mat~li: 17
~%ajor. Chett~/8ahun: 17
r~lxed Population: 4

(45%)
(45%)
(10%)

Economic Conditions:
~‘1llage:
~-urai: 34 (89%)
rural/bazaar: 4 (11%)

poor: 11 (29%)
average: 25 (66%)
rich: 2 C 5%)
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RECORD FORM NO. A/I CWSS Poi’hiro GENERAL page 0

GENERAL INFORMATIONON SuRVEYEDPROJECT

[NAME OF
PROJECT:

FILLAGE PANCHAYAT:

(WARDS COVERED: I

onstru.oction started: Year 20 / Project completed: Year 20 /

joro~ect rehabilitated: Year 20 /

LL GENERALTECHNICAL INFORMATION

System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4 System S

lumber of Sources

Number of Tanks

Number of Tapstands

Break Pressure Tanis

Type of System open
closed

open
closed

open
closed

open
closed

open
closed

ype of Pipe HDP / PVC HDP / PVC HDP I PVC NDP / PVC HOP / PVC

~pprox. length Ohm)

Wards covered *1

Note: One ‘project” may consist of one or more ‘systems”.
“Project” denotos a water supply system built under one agreement
between MPLD and the village
“System” denotes that part of a projoct which in supplied with
water from the same source(s).

First -find out how many systess there are end of what major struc-
tures they consist.

ep 11 a ward is only parlAy covered by a system mark it by
encircling its number:

a) Major ethnic groups in the project area:

1st: 2nd: rd: 4th:

b) Settlement Pattern: scattered, concentrated, Bazaar area-a,

c) Major Sources of Income:

di Economic Conditions: in general: poor / average / rich
with: poor fractions / rich fractions

e) If the project is in good working condition, what could be the
reasons for ~

a) good construction quality of project
b) good maintenance due to interest of VMW
c) good maintenance due to strong maintenance committee
d) good care taken by the individual user
e) others:

Comment: (i.e. system how village is organised, etc.)

4) If the project is in bad working condition I disrepair what are the
reasons for ~

a) poor construction quality
b) poor maintenance due to disinterest of VMW
ci poor maintenance due to disinterest of Maintenance Committe
dl carelessness by individual users
a) malicious destruction of the system
f) social disputes among village fractions

gi uthere:

Comment: (i.e. type of dispute, problems)

FECORD FORM NO. A/2 CWSS Pothara

F RO3ECTNAfIE:

2) SOCIAL ASFECTS OF PROJECT

Surveyor: Survey Date:

Name of Pradhan Pancha:

Maintenance Committee Chairman:

village Maintenance Worker: Ward No.:

GENERAL page 2

z
z
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RECORD FORM NO. A/3 CWS~Po~har ‘j GENERAL. oaoe 3

3) MAINTENANCE ARRANGEMENTS

a) Is there a User a Cos~itt~n t!~LQtC2OGc~~~osttt~C yes / no

How often does the Committee get acti ve’

Is the whole Committee or only chairman active” all / only chairman

b) Is there a ‘i~LLLesl~ ~tut~’a~accl )SicL~ Oi~ti~L“ yes / no Age:

Is he trained’? yes / no if yer: Year 20 /

P1 are:

Compensation of VMW: cash / kind Asount:

regularly / occasionaly

c) YA1L~2! Q9oSCs~.cS!go t~

Does village contribute to maintenance of system’? yes / no

if yes, contribution voluntary / compulsary

contribution cash / kind

Does village contribute to purcha5e of maintenance supplies and
materials? yes / no

Is labour contribution organised by Committee / VMW ‘?

di Are tools and materials available br ‘1MW? sufficientincomplete

partly broi’en
no haqic tools, material

Where are tools and eaten al s ept :

e) Is Village Maintenance Worler interested’? yes / no

if no, reason:

How often does ‘1MW check the system” weekly / monthly /

How are problems located’? report by users of the mystom
regular innpection by VMW
oth9rs:

What are regular jobs executed by VP1W?

How often did village get maintenance assistence from MELD’?

M~tpri,,loi —

Technici an:

a a a a a a a a a a
RECORD FOAM NO. C/i CWSSPokhara TANK page 1

~~SES$MENT OF RESERVOIR • STORAGE TANS

PROJ ECTNAME:

J) TANK TYPE t~CAPACITY

With the following remarks and the table below, figure out the type and
the capacity of the storage tanks and fill in the last table of this
pago with this information.

Note: (a) P,-estandard reservoir tanks referm to tanks made of stone
masonry with a CGI—sheet—roof. (rectangular shape)

(b) Standard reservoir tanks refer to tanks made of stone masonry
with an arch—stone—roof. (rectangular shape)

Cc) Ferrocement reservoir tanks refer to tanks made of ferrocement
plaster with a dome—shaped roof.(circular ground plan)

The table below shows the volume of Standard and F’errocement Tanks
respectively according to their length and diameter respectively.

Measure the surveyed tank and determine its volume as per the table

For Erestandard Tanks measure length, width and height (up to outlet)
and fill in the according information in the last table.

TYPE OF TANK
Tank I

Systei__
Tank 2

Systee,,,_
Tank 3

Systea_,,
Tank 4

Systei__
Tank 5

Syste.__
Tank 6

Systei_

Prestandard
(CGI sheet roofing)

1
w
hs

1
w
h~

1
w
h

I~
w
h’

I’
W

h~

ic

w~
hz

Standard
(stone arch roofing)

1J2 Vx ys V V~ ~:

Ferrocement
Ic:rcu)ar,dome roof)

V= ‘h v= ~a y y—

a a a a a a a a a a

Fill in the table with Capacity -for Standard, Ferrocement Tank resp.
and with measurements for Prestandard Tanks

2
2
Ffl

0~
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SECO~:D FO~!’1 hi]. 3/1 C(4ES Fohh~r-

ASSESSMENTOF SOURCES/CATCHOIENT

SYSTEM NO.:PR’O3ECTMA~iE: —

NAME O~£CIRCE ~J.
N~.
MO.

1:
2:
3:

TYFE: spring /
spring /
spring /

strp~m
stream
stream

SOURCEpage 1 r.~EcoRD FORMNO. 0/2 CWSS Fo~hera SOURCE page 2

~) SOURCEYIELD Source
12

Comment (if any)

[~p1y from the
source (coilec-
Lion chamber)

yearround sufficient = :

seasonally tnsuf4ic.
never sufficient

4) PROTECTION OF AREA Source
123

Comment (if any)

Trees,
Jungle,
Afforestation,

dense )ungle, forest —

few trees, bushes — —

never esisted
existed,but destroyed
new afforestation
erosion in the area
endangers catchment

Fencing enusting, good — —

existing,needs repair
fencing destroyed

— — —

was never Ienced

Risk of
contamination

houses nearby (100 m) — —

trails in the area
animal gra:ing — —

animal faeces
human faeces

no risk of contamin.
some danger of conk.
high risk of conta..

5) GENERAL ASSESSMENT

1) INT~f-E STRUCTIJRE: E~urce
1:’ 3

Co~mpnt~(if any)

General Working
Conditions

sat:sfactory —

partly damaged
out of order

Intake struc—
ture damaged

landslide
flood
malicious

Seepage
(If existing,

give reason)

natural cause — —

poor construction
malicious (human) —

Leakage
(if existing,
give reason)

ntturpl cause
poor construction
malicious (human)

Contamination
of water

intake welt sealed
contamin. possible
contamiun. obvious

2) COLLECTION CHAIIBER Source
123

Comment (if any)

Collection
channel
(Intake)

in working Condition
small leakage
serious leakage

—

Collect.Lon
chamber

in working condition
not clean

— —

leaks seriously

Fittings in working condition —

partly damaged
out of order

Cover undamaged~ in place —

damaged
.i ssi ng

Reasons for
damages of
Coil, chamber

poor design —

poor construction
no maintenance —

natural causes

6) REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

Source No. 1 Source No. 2 Source No. 3

Repair needed~ Yes No Yen No Yes No
if yes, em<tent
of ropair minor major min’-ir major minor major
e~mecution of
repair urgent~ Yes No Yes No Ye~ No

7) COMMENTSi (if any) t~~~siieassistance nequired~ (eS ‘No

z
z
rn
5<

(~1
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PRQJECTNAME: S

2) GENERALCONDITIONS Tank Comments
123

YSTEM NO. i

(if any)

General Working
Conditions

Satisfactory
partly damaged
out of Order

Leakage r~p)eaks
little leakage
serious leakage

Contamination
of water

Tank weU coVnred
conta.in. possible — — —

conta:in. obvious

3) TANK STRUCTURES I
1

anle
23

Comment (if any)

Storage
Chamber

in good condition
leaks partly

— —

needs repair
stored water clean
dirt in the water

Operation
Chamber

in good condition
partly damaged
seriously damaged

Cover undama~ed, in place
damaged
missing

Fittings in workimmo Condition if out of order, ncte which:
partly daeaged,leaks
out of order

4) PROTECTION / PREVENTION Tank
123

Comment (if any)

Fencing existing, good
existxng,needs nepax
fencing destroyed

—~s never fenced

Preventioni well protected — —

poor care, mainit.
~nda1ism, malicious —

Maintenance routine maintenance — —

occasi onal
no maintenance

T(~NI~pace ~

5) GENERAL ASSESSMENT

T~nL (Jo. :

satisfactory some shortcomings serious
1 2 ] 3 1 2 3 1

oh~rtccmingc
2 3

Desi go
Conntru~tion
Maint~nancs

6) REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

Tank No. 1 Tank No. 2 TanI~ No. 3

Repair needed~ Ye~ No Y~s N~ Y~s N~
if yes, e>tmnt
of repair

I
minor major minor major minor major

execution of
repa,r urgent~

r
Yes No Yes No Yen No

~Outside assistance reqLired~ Yes/ ‘~i

>z
z
m
Sc

a-

RECORDFORM NO. C/2 CWSS Fo(har TAN) page 2 F:ECORD FORM NO. C/: IWBE Pa) ha~ra

7) COMMENTS: (if any)
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RECORDFORt-i NO. 0/1 CWSS Poih~r

ASSESSI’IENT OF PIPELINE

FROJECTNAME: SY’Il:M NO.

Notes A well buried pipeline is not visible Therefore you have to follow the
alignment of the pipeline as good as possible (ask villagers follow rea-
sonable alignment). You can assess it only where it is visible, means not
in order. Therefore fill in only where found damaged.
For each place where the pipeline is dacaged make a slash in the concer-
ning column.
For unburied pipe note the approx. length of each section.
For rivercrossings note one of the following options: okay, damaged,

or broken

2) GENERAL ASSESSMENT

3) REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

if yen mention most urgent sections:

from: to:

from: to:

to:

PIPE page 1 RECORD FORM NO. D/2 CWSS Fol hera PIPE Page 2

Sect ion
from t~ not buried leakages cuts I andsi ide

ri ~er
crossing others

Repair needeo? Yes No
if yes, e:stenl
of rep~ir minor major
execution of
repair urgent? Yes No

de assistance required~ Yes / No From;

4) COMMENTS: (if ~ny)
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FECORD FORMNO.F/1 CWSS Pof -ivira TAP page 1

ASSESSMENTOF T~FSTANDS

fROJEETNAME: 5Y~TEr-J NO,:

Flapstandho.
(cross out nonj app1icable tine)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I~ 11 1? 13 I;~14 15 !6 17 18 19 20
— —

21 22 23 24 25 26

Number if households using tap

Flow

Brass tap

Adequate —

—

11111 I_IT

too little
noflow

okay
damaged
not in place — — — — — —

Pillar
okay -

damaged,but working
— — —

— — 7
needs rebuilding — — —

Platfora
Okay — — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — — —

partly broken
destroyed

—

~

Valve—
chamber

Cover

Stopcock

Cleanli—
ness of
surroundim

okay
Partly broken
destroyed

okay

— — — — — —

-

— —

— —

—

— —

—

~
— ~

~

—

-

—

— 7’

~

not in place, lamaged
missing

okay
damaged
dismantled

clean, drained

— — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — —

— — — — — —

— — — —

—

— —

some shortcomings
— —dirty

Wastewater productively used’

Reasons [Poor construction
for j~o maintenance
damage [malicious, vandalism

Regular maintenance yes
macouted’ no — — — — — — —

Repair needed~ yes
no

if yes:
Extent of repair’

major
minor

Enecution of repair
urgent”

urgent
not urgen

z
z
rn
5<

Outside assistance
required’ Yes / No
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REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

Number repair outsmdm
of struc— needed minor major not asni-~terc~
tures rio yes repair repair urgent urgent rmn~.n1ud

~_~_‘p~

Souroes
T~nk~
PipPlin~
BPT/IC/JC
Taps tan d s

Sour c em
Tanks
Pipeline
BPT/ IC/VC
Tapstanmds

;

Sources
Tanks
Pipeline
~FT/ IC/VC
Taps tands

~t~n -i

Sources
Tanks
Fipelins
BPT/IC/VC
Tapnitands

_________ ______ _____ _____ _____ ____ _______ I>
__________ _______ _____ _____ _____ _____ _______ VT

Iz
_________ ______ _____ _____ _____ ____ _______ In

5<

Special Remarks:

BASIC FECORDFORM I CWST3 PaI~h~mra

NAME OF PROJECT: FILE No.:

DISTRICT: ZONE:

PANCHAVATI WARDS:

eheet of

Project constructed: Year 2~ / Pro2ect handed over: Year Z~8 /
~

Proj~ct rehabilitated: Year 0 / EirveyCri by consul tenny: I ~(4S

MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE: yes no active not active

Committee Chairman: Ward No.:

Village Maintenance Worker: kard No. :

trained: yes no / regu1~r remunmration: yes
in: cash

Tools: yes incomplete none

rD
kind

SOCIAL ASPECTS

Major ethnic groups:

1st: 2nd: 3rd: — 4th:

Settlement: scattered concentrated bazaar areas

Fro)ect is in: good aver-aije bad eorknng condition

Roamons for the mentioned conditions: (briefly)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION Total Nrrnhmr c-f ~ystens:___

Total System I System 2 System 3 System 4

Sources (name/type) 1
see note

~
Tanks (volume/type) 1

- / /

iIzzIz~i:i
nn/

zzizi~zz
m/

iiIIii~II
rn~/

izziz~zI
m/__

seenote —

2

3

~—

m/
2

m /
2

rn / m/

.-~
-~

2m/ 2m/ 2m/
2

m/

Type of System y~I

7
open

closed
open

closed
open

closed
open

closvd

Type of Pipe ~_-“ NDF/P~C HOP/PVC HDP/FVC HDP/I~VC

Overall length — Is km km km

Number of Tapntands

Number of B.P.T.

Number of Air V~Ives
—— -______

Number of Cleaning-out

Warde covered - -- -—

Number of Households

Note: Sources: sp. spring / st. =
Tanks: pr. krom~andar d / ma. masonry / {e fprrocem~nt tar)
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OUTSIDE
ASSISTANCE YES

‘~LU~i~L
~ iZ U ci

zi:c
in in xl in WW~
cx In Ui ~
a s ‘n ~ —coin

W.-Lij6 ~ 6 ‘—coo

CLASSIFICATION
~REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

w
Uz
ci
z
w
I-
z

ci

I-
ci

ci

U

L c e
o c
4- -e —
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